
Introduction 
 
The product being designed is a Java program that acts as a personal/ customized planner and 
organizer for the client, Ashish Narayan. It keeps track of tasks, sends reminders, and converts 
between timezones.  
 
Word Count: 33 
 
Summary List of All Techniques 
 

- For loop 
- While loop 
- Method returning a value 
- ArrayLists 
- User defined objects made from an OOP "template" class 
- Encapsulation of private methods that work on public attribute of a "template" class 
- Making an array of objects 
- Simple and compound selection (if/else) 
- Sorting an array of objects based on a key attribute (ie. bubble sort, etc.) 
- Searching (ie, linear search, binary search, etc.) 
- Error handling (for example catching a divide by 0 error, or a null pointer while using an 
array of objects…) 
- GUI tabs 
- Use of a flag value (such as -999, or "not set yet") 
- Overloaded constructors, which work differently depending on the parameters sent 
- Use of specialized library (ie. date) 
 

Word Count: 0 
 
Structure of the Program 
 
What? 

This program is heavily reliant on the       
database and it’s sorting and searching      
functionalities. The database primarily stores     
an ArrayList of reminders, meetings, and      
tasks. This program is made up of the        
Reminder class which acts as a template       
class, the Main GUI class, the TimeZone class        
which converts between international time     
zones, and the SortingAndSearching which     
sorts and searches through the database for       
reminders.  



This program has different components that aim to address different challenges faced by             
the client. In order to satisfy the client’s requirements, Object Oriented Programming was             
used. This allowed me to use decomposition, dividing a large complex system into smaller              
classes or objects. The use of Object Oriented Programming has also resulted in the use of                
the object relationships of dependency (“uses”) and aggregation (“has a”).  

Dependency is when one type of object uses another type of object. This relationship              
can be seen in this program between the Main GUI class and SortingAndSearching class.              
Aggregation is when one type of object contains or is composed of another. This relationship               
can be seen between the Main GUI class and the Reminder class as the Main GUI contains                 
multiple Reminder classes. Aggregation is also seen between the Main GUI class and the              
TimeZone class as the Main GUI contains multiple instances of the TimeZone class.  
 
Why? 

The primary reason for using Object Oriented Programming, besides having learned it            
as a part of the IB Curriculum Option, was the many advantages that OOP can bring. For                 
instance, the decomposition used in the program allows the use of abstraction, focusing on              
an individual problem while ignoring the other details. This allows faster development, easier             
debugging, easier updating procedure, and increases the program’s re-usability.  

 
Word Count: 283 
 
Data Structures Used 

 
ArrayLists were used to store objects such as instances of the Reminder class.             

ArrayLists provide the dynamic structure of a list as well as an array’s ability to sort and search.                  
Since both of these characteristics are essential to the nature of this program and the storing of                 
the Reminder objects in the database, an Array List was selected. The dynamic structure              
ensures that the memory is not wasted but rather allocated efficiently. 
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Main Unique Algorithms 
 
JDatePicker 

 

 
JDatePicker was used in order to have the ideal format for date            

selection as shown in the figure below. Everytime the user inputs a            
reminder, they have the ability to look through and select the date through             
this format rather than inserting the date, increasing consistency and          
reducing any input error.  



Database 

 

 
The following code allows each reminder to be saved to a reminders database. This was               

done in order for the client to have maximum usability. The use of a database allows the client                  
to refer back to previous reminders even when the program is restarted.  
 
 



Email Notification 

 
There is a program constantly running, checking to see if there are any upcoming 

reminders for that day. If reminders are identified, the program displayed above allows the 
program to send an email to the user/client with a list of all their tasks for that day.  
 
Word Count: 145 
 
User Interface/GUI Work 
 

The purpose of the Graphical User Interface (GUI) is to make the program as user               
friendly as possible. The Java Swing API was used in order to fulfil this purpose. Some of the                  
most frequent features used in order to develop the GUI were the following:  
 

- jButton 



- jTextField 
- jLabel 
- jDisplayTable 
- jTabbedPane 
- jMenuBar 
- jRadioButton 
- jComboBox 

 
Word Count: 54 
 
Software Tools Used 
 

The primary software tool that was used for this program is NetBeans IDE. This was the                
ideal program as it allows the use of Object Oriented Programing in Java. This allowed me to                 
use decomposition and abstraction, dividing the program into different classes. NetBeans also            
provided the necessary tools to build the ideal GUI in a very simple and direct fashion.  
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Total Criterion C Word Count: 649 


